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Scaffolding Asbestos Insulation

CLIENT

Project Particulars:

Kemsley Mill has an annual production capacity of 
around 800,000 tonnes and is the second biggest 
recovered fi bre-based paper operation in Europe. DS 
Smith invested over £100m to purchase and rebuild 
PM6 to make lightweight corrugated case material 
(CCM). Kemsley Mill produces Light Medium, the fi rst 
recycled lightweight paper manufactured in the UK. 

Alltask provide an ongoing maintenance contract, 
offering Scaffold & Insulation services 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year.

The contract involves one planned shutdown per week 
involving up to 15 operatives, outside of the shutdowns. 
Alltask supports the ongoing needs of the mill on a 
day to day basis with a fl uctuating labour force ranging 
from 4 – 8 operatives. All operatives hold a CCNSG 
Safety Passport & are Confi ned Space trained.

Alltask also supports the mill with an ‘out of hours’ call 
out system with a guaranteed response time of 2 hours. 
All scaffolds are erected to a bespoke design or TG20 
compliance sheet.
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INDUSTRIAL

Why Alltask?

• Alltask are the largest independent industrial 
services company in the S.East. 

• We pride ourselves on innovative solutions 
with expert in-house design capability.

• We retain Industrial Maintenance Contracts 
year on year due to our unsurpassed service 
levels.

• We have in-house asbestos removal, 
encapsulation and thermal insulation 
divisions.

• We are the market leaders in our fi eld for 
developing innovative systems to enhance our 
performance and guarantee our clients 
requirements are met on time, on budget and 
safely.

• We have extensive knowledge of the trades that 
require access, including grit blasting, 
industrial coatings, fi re protection and the 
differing requirements these trades demand.

Alltask have been providing Industrial Services 
Support on Hazardous Sites for over 25 years 
thus enabling us to understand the exacting 
standards required. This, combined with our 
expert in-house design team, asbestos removal, 
encapsulation and thermal insulation divisions 
means we can provide innovative solutions at 
short notice. We understand time is money, but 
safety is paramount.


